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A major experiment in natural geomagnetic induction has been carried Out by making seafloor magnetotelluric
observations on a line of sites between Australia and New Zealand; simultaneous observations were made by land
magnetometers on the Australian continent. The large volume of data recorded shows a great variety of phenomena of
electromagnetic induction in the earth and sea.
Parkinson arrows and magnetotellunc impedances have been computed for the seafloor sites. The Parkinson arrows
show a strong coast effect near the Australian continent and a weaker coast effect over the submerged Lord Howe Rise.
The occurrence of smoothly varying arrows across the Tasman Sea suggests a simple, large-scale pattern for
electromagnetic induction in the Tasman Sea. The interpretation of Parkinson arrows at seafloor sites is shown to
require special care, due to the attenuation and phase-shift effects caused by the ocean on seafloor horizontal magnetic
field fluctuations.
The magnetotelluric impedances exhibit a strong anisotropy at all sites in the Tasman Sea. The orientation of the
impedance axes is constant across the Sea and the anisotropy may be attributed to the two-dimensional shape of the
Tasman Sea. Calculations based on the distance scale of the magnetotelluric anisotropy, interpreted as an ocean—continent boundary effect, give a lower bound for the integrated resistivity of the Tasman Sea oceanic lithosphere of order
io~~1m2, corresponding to an estimate of 2 X 102 ~ m for its average resistivity.

1. Introduction
Although the oceans cover much of the surface
of the Earth and sea water is a good conductor of
electricity, most studies of geomagnetic induction
have been based on observations made on land.
The main reason for this circumstance has simply
been the experimental difficulty of making observations of the time-varying geomagnetic field at
sea.
The development, over the last 30 years, of
modern seafloor geomagnetic and geoelectric instruments (Filloux, 1987) has thus opened up new
0031-9201/89/$03.50
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frontiers in geophysics. Observations have been
obtained for a number of quite different topics,
such as the determination of Earth structure beneath the seafloor by the magnetotelluric method,
and the use of electromagnetic data for oceanographic purposes. Particular questions can be addressed, such as the flow of induced electric current in seawater, and the cause of the geomagnetic
coast effect.
The modem range of seafloor instruments cornpnse recording magnetometers, and a lesser number (due to greater instrumental difficulty) of electric field recorders. In particular, the seafloor
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magnetotelluric instrumentation of Filloux (1980)
has been proven in a series of experiments, and is
now in regular use.
The present paper describes the first use of
such instruments in the Tasman Sea, off the coast
of southeast Australia. The continental margin of
southeast Australia is a two-dimensional passive
continental margin which is apparently simple,
and the coast and adjacent continent have previously been well studied in two magnetometer array
experiments (Lilley and Bennett, 1972; Lilley,
1976). The coast effect for southeast Australia has
been defined for a period range from minutes
(using micropulsations) to 24 h (using quiet daily
variation) and is modelled as being the result not

only of the effect of the conducting seawater, but
also of an electrical conductivity contrast deep
below the ocean—continent boundary (Bennett and
Lilley, 1973, 1974; Lilley and Bennett, 1973). It
was recognized that seafloor geomagnetic observations would be extremely valuable for further constraining this model, and that the long straight
coastline of southeast Australia made the Tasman
Sea a most favourable location for the observation
of a continent—ocean transition on the oceanic
side.
In 1983 the Tasman Project of Seafloor Magnetotelluric Exploration (TPSME) was commenced
with the aim of studying the electrical conductivity structure beneath the Tasman Sea and the
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Fig. 1. Recording sites of the Tasman Project of Seafloor Magnetotelluric Exploration. The depth contour shown is for 3000 m. This
contour outlines two chains of seamounts; the Tasmantid Seamount Chain extending north from near site TP4 and the Lord Howe
Seamount Chain extending north from Lord Howe Island. The position of the spreading ridge (marked SP) is taken from Weissel and
Hayes (1977).
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TABLE I
Site details for the main data sets of the Tasman Project of Seafloor Magnetotellunc Exploration
Site
code

Land location
or sea depth
(m)

Geographical co-ordinates
Latitude (S)
Longitude (E)

Declination

Inclination

Data set(s) from site

MYL
GNS
BLN
CLC
BKM
CMO
BBB
CDM
DRS
TP8
TP9
TP7
TP6
TP5
TP4
TP3
TP2
TP1

Meryula
Gunarremby Swamp
Barellan
Coolac
Black Mountain
Canberra Mag. Ohs.
Bombay Bridge
Clyde Mountain
Durras
4850
4850
4840
4836
4660
4460
4980
4800
2550

31°32’
33°16’

9.3
9.3
10.4
11.2
11.9
12.0
12.2
12.3
12.4
13.2
13.4
13.5
14.0
15.0
16.2
17.7
18.3
18.8

—62.6
—65.0

G
G
G
G
G
0
G
G
G
M,H
M
M,H
M,H,V
M,H
M,H
M,H
M,P
M,H

34019~
34059~

35°16’
35°19’
35°25’
35°33’
35°40’
35°49’
35°55’
36°00’
36°14’
36°43’
37°33’
38°54’
38°30’
38°13’

146°08’
143°56’
146°37’
148°16’
149°06’
149°22’
149°43’
149°59’
150°17’
151°08’
151°22’
151°36’
152°15’
153°35’
155°58’
159°50’
162°38’
166°11’

—65.8

—66.2
—66.2
—66.2
—66.3
—66.3
—66.4
—66.3
—66.4
—66.4
—66.5
—66.7
—66.9
—67.3
—66.5
—65.6

G, Gough—Reitzel magnetic variometer records. 0, Canberra Magnetic Observatory records. M, Filloux seafloor magnetic variometer
records. H, Filloux seafloor horizontal electric field records. P, Filloux seafloor pressure records. V, Filloux vertical electric field
records. A recording oceanographic current meter was operated near the seafloor at site TP9.

Australian continental margin. Observations were
made along a line of sites extending from inland
(on the Australian continent) across the Australian
coast to the Lord Howe Rise in the east of the
Tasman Sea (Filloux et al., 1985). The line was
sited to be perpendicular to the Australian continental margin, to cross part of southeast Australia
already studied by magnetometer arrays, and to
pass through the Canberra Magnetic Observatory
of the Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources.
The line is also very close to a parallel of geomagnetic latitude (_440);
and an extension of the
line passes near the Eyrewell Magnetic Observatory on the South Island of New Zealand.
The positions of the recording sites are shown
in Fig. 1, and the geographic co-ordinates and
details of the main data sets obtained are listed in
Table I. The present paper is based on simultaneous magnetic recordings obtained from all sites
and simultaneous horizontal electric field (HEF)
recordings obtained from seven seafloor sites. The
main observing period of the Tasman Project

covered 122 days from UT December 1, 1983 to
March 31, 1984 (inclusive).
The Scripps Institution of Oceanography instruments used at the seafloor sites are described
in Filloux (1980). They were deployed and retrieved by the Australian naval oceanographic ship
HMAS ‘Cook’. The seafloor instruments recorded
digitally on magnetic cassette tape with sampling
rates of 2~readings per hour (magnetometers) and
26 readings per hour (HEF instruments). Gough—
Reitzel magnetometers (Lilley et al., 1975) were
used to record the magnetic field at the land sites
at a data rate of 60 readings per hour. These
instruments were installed 4 months in advance of
the main recording period to enable stabilization,
and were kept in operation until the end of 1984.
The present paper describes the setting of the
Tasman Project, illustrates the data obtained, describes important aspects of these data and takes
the first steps in interpretation. The paper includes
a description of the reduction of the instrument
recordings to geomagnetic time series and a
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description of the analysis of these time series to
produce various response functions: Parkinson
arrows and magnetotelluric impedances. For reasons of space, it is possible to present representative samples only of the 67 magnetic and electric
field time series, and of the response functions
determined from them. The results given will lead
in a later paper to the determination, using the
magnetotelluric method, of the electrical conductivity structure beneath the seafloor. A preliminary magnetotelluric analysis, for site TP4, is
described in Ferguson et al. (1985).
Near the Australian coast the Tasman experiment line traverses the East Australian Current, a
western boundary current of the South Pacific
Ocean. This ocean current flows southwards along
the east Australian coast, and breaks into warmcore rings between 30°Sand 34°S(Godfrey et al.,
1980), a phenomenon of much interest to oceanographers. The dense siting of marine TPSME instruments near the Australian coast, adopted to
optimize the study of the geomagnetic coast effect,
is also very favourable for studying electromagnetic effects associated with the East Australian
Current. Such studies of the East Australian Current are presented in Lilley et al. (1986a) and
Mulhearn et al. (1986). Other Tasman Project
oceanographic results are presented in Bindoff et
al. (1986) and Lilley et al. (1986b).

2. Tectonic setting
The marine recording sites of the Tasman experiment lie on lithosphere formed between 82
and 60 Ma ago during a period of seafloor spreading (Weissel and Hayes, 1977). At that time the
Lord Howe Rise moved eastwards relative to the
Australian continent, with a spreading ridge runfling NNW through the Tasman Sea. The present
position of the fossil spreading ridge is marked on
Fig. 1. The southeast margin of the Australian
continent is considered to be passive continental
margin. The Lord Howe Rise is believed to represent (altered) continental crust (e.g., Frey, 1985),
and to have subsided from a possible marginal
plateau to its present depth of 750—2000 m be-

tween the seafloor spreading episode and 55 Ma
ago (McDougall and van der Lingen, 1974).
The formation of a younger meridional chain
of seamounts in the Tasman Sea appears to be
synchronous with Tertiary—Recent volcanism in
eastern Australia, and is interpreted to represent
the northward movement of the Indo-Australian
plate over a hot spot. The ‘Tasmantid Seamount
Chain’ is shown in Fig. 1.
Most of the land recording sites for the Tasman
experiment lie on the predominantly Palaeozoic
metasediments of the Lachlan Fold Belt. They
cross the eastern Australian highlands, a region
characterized by thick (up to 50 km) inhomogeneous crust (Finlayson et al., 1980). The westernmost site, GNS, lies on the (Tertiary—Quaternary)
Murray—Darling Basin while the eastemmost land
site, DRS (which is at the coastline), lies on the
southern tip of the Mesozoic Sydney Basin.

3. Data reduction
The process of data reduction has consisted of
converting all basic instrument recordings (analog
on film for the land magnetometers, digital on
magnetic tape for the marine instruments) into
final magnetic and electric time series suitable for
magnetotelluric and other analyses. The size of the
data set has made data reduction an extensive,
although not complex, exercise. Reduction of the
TPSME marine observations has, for example,
involved the editing of the order of 5 x 106 data
points.
For the seafloor instruments, the first stage of
data reduction involved reading basic binary data
from original recorded cassette tapes. Data ‘spikes’
caused by bit loss on the tapes or during data
transfer were corrected after this stage. Also a
number of small ‘flat spots’ in the magnetic data
were interpolated (these were caused by the ‘locking’ of a voltage-controlled oscillator in the magnetometer analog-to-digital circuitry).
The raw seafloor magnetic field time series
exhibited minor long-period drift, caused by a
number of processes but particularly by gradual
mechanical relaxation of the magnetometer suspension fibres. Such drift was removed by sub-
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tracting from each time series a linear plus exponential function of the form

tions of them, reveals important features of the
data. The magnetic field components are presented using the co-ordinates and notation of BH

d(t)

(magnetic north), BD (magnetic east), and B~
(vertically downwards); and the electric field data
are presented using EH (component to the magnetic north), and ED (component to the magnetic
east).
Figure 2 shows full-length time series for representative field
sites recordings
which spanare
theshown
recording
line.
magnetic
in Fig.
2a The
and
exhibit the regular diurnal variation and also various magnetic disturbances (for example, near days
29, 60, 88 and 110). There is a clear correlation of
events between different sites and components.
Further details of the time series are more readily
visible when the data are plotted at a larger scale
in Fig. 3a below.
Figure 2b shows the full-length time series for
the electric field recordings. For the seafloor recording sites near the Australian coast, the electric
field data are dominated by irregular long-period
(days to weeks) variations. These signals are interpreted as oceanographic in origin and as resulting
from the dynamo action of ocean-water movement
in the Earth’s steady magnetic field. The longperiod electric field signals can be closely related
to satellite and oceanographic evidence of an oceanographic warm-core ring crossing the recording
line (Lilley et al., 1986a; Mulhearn et al., 1986).
Further electric field signals are induced by the
tidal ocean movements, which produce the modulation of the diurnal variation evident in Fig. 2b.
(Examination of Fig. 2a, particularly of the BD
components, suggests the presence of a smaller
tidal modulation in the magnetic field data.) Although very long period variations dominate the
electric field time series, a close examination of
these series reveals the same high-frequency disturbances as are present in the magnetic field
data. At site TP1, the shallowest seafloor site
(being on the Lord Howe Rise), the electric field
signals at diurnal, tidal and shorter periods are
stronger than at deeper seafloor sites.
Figure 3 shows a 24-h segment of the recorded
time series (day 29 in Fig. 2) at enlarged scale.
Examination of the magnetic field data shows that
the seafloor BH and BD components are at-

c1t + c2 exp(—c3t) + c4 exp(—c5t)
(1)
where t denotes time and c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 are
constants, determined by first fitting eqn. (1) to
the data. Because the data may have contained a
long-period signal induced by ocean-water movement a more advanced removal of drift was not
included in the reduction procedure.
The using
data
1 units
were finallycalibrations
scaled into carried
nT or ~v
instrument
outm
before and after
the experiment.
The orientation of the HEF instruments at sites
TP1, TP3 and TP4 was not recorded by the usual
internal compass equipment. To obtain an approximate orientation for these instruments, therefore, the electric field data recorded at each of
these sites were rotated until short high-frequency
events most closely matched the oriented HEF
data at site TP5. Orientations determined from a
number of such events were averaged to produce a
final value. Subsequently, a similar analysis was
performed in the frequency domain using much
longer events. The final orientations are matched
to that at site TP5 to within ±~o
For the land instruments, the main part of data
reduction involved digitization of the film records,
using a digitizing tablet. Complete time series for
the 27 land components were digitized, at a sampling rate of 20 samples per hour. The land time
series were then scaled into nT values using a
number of calibrations performed during the recording period. The Gough—Reitzel data exhibited
only very slight long-period drift during the main
recording period. This drift was of a linear form
and was not subtracted from the raw time series,

4. Inspection of the time series
All of the magnetometers used in the Tasman
Project recorded the three components of the
fluctuating magnetic field, and each HEF instrument recorded the two horizontal components of
the fluctuating electric field. Careful examination
of representative time series, and of enlarged por-
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tenuated relative to the land components. For
example, the BD component at site TP3 contains
negligible energy at periods of less than about 2 h,
while the BH component at the same site is clearly
attenuated relative to the BH component at the
land sites. The BD component appears to be more
strongly attenuated than the BH component at all
of the seafloor sites. The observed attenuation
results from the shielding effect of the electrically
conducting ocean water (e.g., Schmucker, 1970).
The vertical magnetic field component exhibits
the expected coast effect with enhanced activity at
substorm and storm periods at sites near the coast.
The magnitude of this B~activity decreases with
distance inland, and with distance out to sea.

Close examination of the time series indicates that
the additional signal occurring in B~ near the
coast appears to be correlated with the BD component. At diurnal periods (shown more clearly in
Fig. 2a) the B~ traces show a different pattern,
increasing in magnitude away from the Australian
coastline. The daily variation in B~becomeslarger
towards the inland of the Australian continent (an
effect discussed by Bennett and Lilley, 1973) and
most strongly towards the eastern side of the
Tasman Sea.
Close examination of the magnetic field data in
Fig. 3a shows that for sites near the coast the BD
component contains an additional high-frequency
signal not present at distant sites, and that this
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Fig. 2. Examples of the full-length time-series recorded during the Tasman Project of Seafloor Magnetotelluric Exploration. The zero
time mark is at 0000 h December 1, 1983 UT. The data plotted are hourly mean values. (a) Magnetic field fluctuation data. The
traces labelled GNSH, GNSD and GNSZ correspond to magnetic fluctuation components in directions magnetic north, BH;
magnetic east, B~ and vertically downwards, Bz at site GNS. The same labelling system is used for all recording sites. (b)
Horizontal electric field fluctuation data in directions magnetic north, EH; magnetic east, ED; and other direction, EU (where only
one horizontal component is known for the full recording period; TP8EU and TP4EU are components in the magnetic directions of
349° and 2060 respectively).
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extra signal correlates with the BH component.
This phenomenon is illustrated particularly well
by the sudden commencement of a magnetic storm
at 0347 UT. Away from the coast at GNS and
TP3 it is evident only in BH, whilst near the coast,
at DRS and TP8, it has a significant BD component. The effect appears to extend further in the
seaward direction. Seafloor site TP6, which is 190
km from the coast, still has a significant BD
component in the sudden commencement; however, at CMO, 90 km from the coast, the BD
component is not discernible,
Figure 3b shows the electric fields for the same
time period as the magnetic fields in Fig. 3a. The
CMO magnetic field data are included in Fig. 3b
to permit direct comparison of the electric and
magnetic data. Examination of the time series
(e.g., the features marked I and II in Fig. 3b)

indicates that the activity in EH is strongly correlated with the magnetic BD component. The features III (the sudden commencement) and IV show
that ED is correlating with BH at higher frequencies but that the ED/BH ratio (or impedance) is
smaller than EH/BD. The sudden commencement
also shows that at higher frequencies (above 1
cycle h1) EH is partially correlated with BH.
These characteristics are evident at all the seafloor
HEF recording sites.
The relationships between the various magnetic
and electric field components noted in the time
series provide important information on geomagnetic induction in the Tasman Sea region. For
example, near the Australian coast the observable
enhancement of B~provides evidence for a strong
coast effect. The differing ratios of orthogonal
electric and magnetic field variations and the dif—
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Fig. 3. Examples of the time series for a single day, December 30 1983 (Day 29 in Fig. 2). The data are plotted at a density of 16
points per hour. Note the sudden conunencement of a magnetic storm at 0347 h. (a) Magnetic field components. (b) Horizontal
electric field components. The segments labelled I—IV are discussed in the text.

fering attenuations of BH and BD through the
ocean suggest that the geomagnetic induction in
the Tasman Sea may be polarized at sites extending across the Tasman Sea. In addition, the correlation, at higher frequencies, of the BD signal with
BH near the coast (and also the correlation EH
with BH) suggests a 3-D geomagnetic induction
effect; that east—west-flowing electric currents are

deviated by the Australian coast to flow in a
north—south direction.
The first stage in the actual data analysis involves quantifying the relationships between the
electric and magnetic field components in order to
understand the geomagnetic induction processes
in the Tasman Sea. For this purpose, response
functions (Parkinson arrows and magnetotelluric
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impedances) have been calculated to quantify the
frequency-dependent linear relationships between
the different components at single sites. The substantial data set available from the Tasman Project and the simultaneity of all recordings also
permits multi-site analyses such as remote reference analyses.

5. Time series analysis
The spectral analysis of the Tasman data has
been based on analysis of segments of the time
series of two different lengths. Longer period resuits (T 1.0 h) are derived from analysis of
time-series segments of length 42.7 days while
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I P5 Power Spec t r a

tra for EH and ED are not as steep as for the
horizontal magnetic field components, which mdicates an increase of the seafloor magnetotelluric
impedance towards higher frequencies. The autopower for B~ is much smaller than for BH and
BD, particularly at frequencies above 0.1 cycle
h’, indicating that a very small coast effect is
present at this site.
Previous analyses of seafloor magnetotelluric
data have shown that the seafloor electric and
magnetic components may contain significant
levels of oceanically induced noise (Chave and
Filloux, 1984). Examination of coherences between various seafloor components from the TasProject confirms the presence of such noise
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(see Section 7 for an example). At long periods
(>1 day), noise induced by warm-core ring motions decreases the coherence while at short periods the combined presence of ocean noise and the
attenuation of the inducing fields by the ocean
water reduces coherence values. Magnetotelluric
impedances for the seafloor sites can be resolved
for the period range of
0.3—24 h; coherences
are at their maximum in the range of 2—4 h.
—

Fig. 4. Autopower spectra for the magnetic and electric field
components at site TP5.

shorter period results are derived from up to five
time-series segments each of length 10.7 days.
Wherever possible the same data segments have
been chosen for the analyses at the different sites.
The data have been Fourier transformed and
band-averaged to provide smooth autopowers and
crosspowers. The magnetic inducing field at the
diurnal period, at tidal periods and at harmonics
of these periods is not spatially uniform. Spectral
values at these penods are therefore omitted from
the analyses described in this paper. The bandaveraging system used excludes narrow bands defined around the 24-, 12-, 8- and 6-h periods.
Examples of the power spectra for the magnetic
and electric field components (for TP5) are shown
in Fig. 4. Several important features of the data
may be noted. The spectra for BH and BD are
very steep, decreasing by four decades over a
two-decade increase in frequency. The rapid decrease in power at higher frequencies is caused in
part by the electrically conducting ocean water
attenuating the magnetic inducing field. The spec-

6. Parkinson arrows
Parkinson arrows, characterising the response
of the vertical component to the horizontal component of magnetic fluctuations, have been calculated for each site on land and seafloor by finding
the least-squares fit of the observed data to the
equation
BZ(c,.,)=aBH(w)+bBD(c..,)

(2)

where all symbols denote complex functions of
frequency, and a and b are functions of the local
electrical conductivity structure. The arrows are
plotted in the form described by Lilley and Arora
(1982) such that both real and imaginary arrows
would point towards a good conductor.
Parkinson arrows for fluctuations with a period
of 1.0 h are shown in Fig. 5. The arrows provide a
comprehensive measure of the geomagnetic coast
effect for southeast Australia. The arrows from
the land sites confirm the results from previous
array studies, with the real arrow pointing towards
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Fig. 5. Parkinson arrows for a period of 1.0 h determined for sites in eastern Australia and on the Tasman seafloor. In a and b,
traditional arrows are calculated using the local seafloor values of BH, BD and Bz. In c and d, the arrows are calculated using the
local Bz with the ‘surface’ BH and B~from Canberra Magnetic Observatory. b and d are enlargements of the coastal part of the
recording line and include arrows for sites CMO, CDM, TP8 and TP9 which have been omitted from a and c for clarity.

the coast and increasing in magnitude towards the
coast. This pattern is in accordance with models
which indicate that real arrows point towards regions of higher electrical conductivity,
Interpretation of seafloor Parkinson arrows is
more involved than for land arrows because of the
attenuation of the seafloor horizontal magnetic
field components BH and BD relative to the surface
magnetic field. Figure 5a and b, however, shows
that except at site TP8 the seafloor real arrows
continue the trend of the land arrows into the
western Tasman Sea. The east-pointing arrows
decrease in magnitude with distance from the
coast. At sites TP5, TP4 and TP3 no coast effect is
visible at the period of 1 h. The Parkinson arrows
at sites TP2 and TP1 show a coast effect over the
submerged Lord Howe Rise.

In general, for an ocean with depth of order 5
km the seafloor horizontal magnetic field components will be attenuated (and shifted in phase)
relative to the surface field for periods <20 h.
For example, at seafloor site TP6 the BD component at a period of 1 h is attenuated 90% and has
a phase shift of 500 relative to the BD component
at CMO. While the horizontal magnetic components are attenuated through the ocean, at periods
of above
0.2 h the vertical component of the
magnetic field will be relatively unattenuated (e.g.,
Fig. 3a). For periods between 0.2 and 20 h seafloor
Parkinson arrows will therefore be of a larger
magnitude and have a significantly different phase
than the corresponding sea-surface arrows.
Examination of Fig. 5a and b shows that the
seafloor Parkinson arrows in the western Tasman
—
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200 km

Sea are indeed much larger than the land arrows
on the continent. The seafloor arrows also have a
significant phase shift (compared with the land
arrows) and are dominantly of the quadrature
phase. The attenuation of the horizontal magnetic
field through the ocean will vary spatially as the
depth of the ocean and the underlying electrical
conductivity structure varies and this variation
may cause changes in the seafloor Parkinson
arrows such as the reversal of the real arrow at
TP8. The westward component of this real arrow
should be considered in association with the large
eastward quadrature arrow and is then simply
explained by the phase-shift of the seafloor BD
component relative to the surface BD component
passing through 900. The arrow reversal is not
observed at longer periods, where the attenuation
of BD through the ocean is associated with a
smaller phase shift,

The southwards trend of the Parkinson arrow
at DRS and the northward trend of the seafloor
arrows at sites near the coast are interpreted as
indicating the presence of 3-D effects; and may be
explained by the observed presence of BH signal
in the BD component of near-coastal sites. These
effects decrease at longer periods. The unusual
behaviour of the quadrature arrow at DRS may be
an associated effect.
The characteristics of the seafloor Parkinson
arrows indicate that such arrows cannot be simply
interpreted in the same manner as traditional land
arrows where spatial changes in the arrow are
caused mainly by spatial variation in B~fluctuations. For seafloor arrows significant spatial variations in the horizontal magnetic field also add to
the spatial variation of the arrows. Figure Sc and
d shows Parkinson arrows calculated using the
local seafloor vertical magnetic field and the

0.50

Arrow

units
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horizontal magnetic field components at Canberra
Magnetic Observatory. The resulting arrows have
a much more consistent pattern than the arrows
calculated with local BH and BD components.
Both the real and quadrature arrows vary smoothly
across the coastline (except for the DRS quadrature arrow). The disappearance of the coast effect
over the Lord Howe Rise is probably caused by

nents. Preliminary impedance tensors were calculated with components in the (BH, BD) and
(EH, ED) co-ordinate systems. The resulting
tensors were all strongly anisotropic and had
non-zero skew values. For each site the electric
and magnetic field components were rotated independently to the principal axes and the principal
axis impedances (now denoted Z12 and Z21) rede-

statistical source-field differences over the 1500
km distance between CMO and sites TP1 and
TP2.
The overall picture indicated by the Parkinson
arrows, particularly in the form shown in Fig. 5c
and d, is one of a relatively simple induction
pattern. Although this paper presents arrows for a
1-h period only, results at other periods are consistent and there is smooth variation over both the
period range and geographical location. The
Parkinson arrows suggest a simple conductivity
structure at the Australian coastline. The only
significant departure from 2-D results is at sites
near the coastline, where there appears to be a
horizontal deflection of east—west electric currents
by the coast.

termined.
This approach, described by Cox et al. (1980),
de-skews the impedance tensors. It was considered
justified because the impedance terms contributing to the skew were of a form consistent with a
simple frequency-independent re-orientation of the
electric field (Cox et al., 1980). The skew angles
vary smoothly across the Tasman Sea as shown in
Fig. 6 (although because the HEF orientations at
sites TP4, 3 and 1 were obtained only by crosscorrelation with TP5, there is some uncertainty
associated with the values at these eastern sites). It
appears that the skew effects result from some
large-scale feature of electric current channelling
or induction in the Tasman Sea. A possible source
of such effects may be the bathymetry associated
with the Lord Howe Rise.
Figure 6 shows the final impedance axes ob-

7. Magnetotelluric impelance tensors

tamed for the period of 2.0 h. The impedance axes

The magnetotelluric impedance tensor Z is defined by
EH
ED

=

ZHH

ZHD

BH

ZDH

ZDD

BD

(3)

where all quantities are complex functions of
frequency. The Tasman Project was conducted at
mid-geomagnetic latitudes where it is generally
assumed that the magnetic source fields can be
approximated as uniform and therefore that the
elements of Z depend only on terrestrial electrical
conductivity structure.
Magnetoteliuric impedances were calculated
using the remote reference method of Gamble et
al. (1979) with the horizontal magnetic field recorded at CMO as the remote reference. The
remote reference method provides impedances
corrected for the bias caused, in least-squares fits
to eqn. (3), by noise on the magnetic field compo-
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The alignment of the impedance axis orientations shown in Fig. 6 and the smooth increase in
the minor axis length away from the coast (Fig. 8)
suggest that the observed impedance anisotropy is
caused by the large-scale 2-D form of the Tasman
Sea. It would be possible to produce these observed characteristics at each site with a model
consisting of the highly conducting Tasman Sea
overlying a 1-D electrical conductivity structure.
The consistency of the impedance axis orientation
across the Tasman Sea suggests that the impedances are not significantly influenced by any
local-scale conductivity anomalies. In a recent
magnetotelluric study in the Arctic Ocean, Niblett
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tributed to the seafloor bathymetry.
On the basis of the above evidence, the 1-D
conductivity model derived from the E-polarization impedance component (the major impedance
axis) should be the best representation of the
Z21 versus distance from coast
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Fig. 7. The magnetotelluric impedance at site TP5 determined
using Canberra Magnetic Observatory BH and BD as a remote
reference. The directions of the principal axes are shown in
Fig. 6; the major axis Z
12 lies parallel with the trend of the
Tasman Sea, and the minor axis Z21 is perpendicular to the
Australian coastline. The multiple (squared) coherences shown
are for E1 with B1, B2 and E2 with B~,B2 and are not
adjusted for the remote reference method. The error bars on
impedance magnitudes and phases are 95% confidence limits
based on these coherences.
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are anisotropic with the major axis, Z~2,at all
sites lying parallel with the north—south trend of
the Tasman Sea. The length of the minor axis,
Z21, increases smoothly with distance from the
coast. At all sites both the impedance axis orientation and the anisotropy between Z12 and Z21 are
relatively independent of frequency; for example,
Fig. 7 shows the values determined for site TP5.
At sites near the Australian coast the impedances
are very anisotropic; TP5 shows a ratio of major
to minor axis length of
10.
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Fig. 8. Magnetotelluric impedance anisotropy in the Tasman
Sea. The lengths of the minor impedance axes (corresponding
to the electric field perpendicular to the coastline, and as
shown in Fig. 6) are plotted against distance from the nearest
coastline. The data are for the period of 2.0 h, and have been
arbitrarily fitted by an exponential function in order to define
a ‘characteristic length scale’ L for the boundary effect produring the anisotropy. The value chosen for L is the decay
constant of the exponential function, that is, 400 km.
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conductivity structure beneath the seafloor. Electrical conductivity profiles for both the major and
minor impedance axes at site TP4 were presented
in Ferguson et al. (1985). The data for the major
axis produced a conductivity profile with conductivity values in the range of l02_l0~ S m~
between depths of 20 and 500 km. Inversions of
more recent remote-reference impedance estimates
produce similar models with slightly reduced conductivities in the upper 100 km of the profile.
Future work will now concentrate on similar
inversions at all of the sites described in this
paper. The E-polarization data will be examined
for the possibility of significant current channel!ing, for example by determining alternative impedance estimates using vertical gradient sounding
techniques. The B-polarization data will also be
studied and used in the construction of 2-D electrical conductivity models for the Tasman Sea and
Australian continental margin,

8. Detennination of crustal resistivity
Theory allows one significant electrical conductivity calculation to be made directly, using the
impedance anisotropy pattern shown in Fig. 6.
The lengths of the minor axes from Fig. 6, corresponding to the electric field perpendicular to the
coastline, are plotted in Fig. 8 against distance
from the coastline. The curve can be well approximated as an exponential decay away from
the coastline, as shown, with a decay constant of
400 km.
A simple theoretical result for such a B-polarization boundary effect has been obtained by
Ranganayaki and Madden (1980) and by Cox
(1980) as

of thickness H, lying between the ocean and a
more conductive mantle. Berdichevsky and
Dmitriev (1976) use a similar expression to (4) for
characterizing the strength of a B-polarization
anomaly and the matter has also more recently
been reviewed by Chave and Cox (1983).
Figure 6 appears to be a classic example of
such a magnetotelluric polarization effect. Taking
3.3 S m
(for the average conductivity of
seawater), h 5 km and, from Fig. 8, L 400
km, we obtain
H
2
m
For a value of H of say 50 km, a value for r~is
obtained of order 2 X 102~ m for the average
lithospheric electrical resistivity of the crust beneath the Tasman Sea. This result is subject to a
number of assumptions; for example, effects have
been neglected associated with the limited southem extent of the Australian continent (although
the curve in Fig. 8 is well defined by sites near the
Australian coast where such effects are likely to be
small). The limited width of the Tasman Sea may
introduce larger errors so that (as in some of the
models of Ranganayaki and Madden, 1980) the
presence of the New Zealand coastline may be
affecting the values in Fig. 8 even close to the
Australian coast. This possibility is supported by
the amsotropy shown (in Fig. 6) even in the middle of the Tasman Sea.
Thus some of the values used above in eqn. (4)
may reasonably be varied, and in particular the L
value may be an underestimate due to the finite
width of the Tasman Sea. Increasing L would
increase the estimate of ,~H,making the value of
i07 ~ m2 a lower bound for the integrated resistivity of the lithosphere beneath the Tasman Sea,
and the result of 2 x 102 ~l m an underestimate
for its resistivity.
=

-

=

=

=

~

L2=(a
0i~)hH
(4)
where L is a characteristic distance (or ‘adjustment distance’) from the coast at which electric
currents flowing towards the coast will be deflected downwards through the seafloor, that is,
magnetotelluric polarization or anisotropy will occur. In eqn. (4) a0h denotes the integrated conductance of an ocean of thickness h, and r~Hdenotes
the integrated resistivity of a resistive lithosphere

9. Conclusions
Magnetotelluric measurements on the floor of
the Tasman Sea, supplemented by magnetometer
measurements on land, have mapped the geomagnetic pattern in an ocean basin of length scale iO~
km. Parkinson arrows have been determined for
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sites crossing the Australian continental margin,
The arrows confirm coast effect observations from
previous array studies and provide a complete
land—ocean coast effect profile which will be used
in future to model the deep electrical conductivity
structure of the margin. Parkinson arrow results
also show a coast-effect on the western side of the
Lord Howe Rise and the presence of negligible
coast effect in the central Tasman Sea.
Possibly the most important feature of the observations as a whole is the gross simplicity of the
geomagnetic induction pattern obtained for the
Tasman Sea region. Though the Tasman Sea is
some 2000 km in width, its large-scale shape evidently controls magnetotelluric anisotropy right
across the sea. The compelling interpretation of
this observation is that electric current induced to
flow transversely in the Tasman Sea is inhibited
by the resistive coasts of Australia and New Zealand, so that the electric field perpendicular to
these coastlines is reduced. This result may be of
fundamental importance for seafloor magnetic and
electric experiments in other oceans.
For such a consistent pattern of magnetotelluric anisotropy 1-D inversion will be best suited
to the E-polan.zation impedance for which the
electric field is directed longitudinally (approximately magnetic north—south) along the Tasman
Sea. Treating the magnetotelluric anisotropy as an
effect of the ocean—continent boundary allows a
simple theory to be apphed, which yields a lower
bound of i0~~ m~for the integrated resistivity of
the oceanic lithosphere, corresponding to an
estimate of 2 X 102 ~ m for its average resistivity.
Note added in proof
In early 1988, the cahbration constants for all
seafloor magnetometer data in this paper were
revised by a factor of 1.215. That is, a seafloor
magnetic fluctuation appearing on Fig. 2a as 10
nT, for example, should be taken as 12.15 nT.
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